QFES’ Executive Leadership Team (ELT) gathered at the Brisbane Convention Centre, from 18-20 April 2018. The meeting was chaired by Assistant Commissioner, Andrew Short, Human Capital Management, and was attended by QFES executive members.

Key topics discussed included:

Commissioner Opening
Welcomed ELT members, invited attendees and noted apologies. Welcomed A/AC Michelle Young to her first ELT meeting. Commended QFES on how well they worked together for the Commonwealth Games.

April 2018 Review – QFES Culture
AC HCM provided an overview of the approach to be taken for the 2018 Review ‘QFES Culture’ being conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers Australia.

Diversity and Inclusion
AC BR presented an overview of the review into Diversity and Inclusion and the approach for delivering the program.

Presentation by Dave Stewart
The ELT members attended 1 William Street, Brisbane for a presentation regarding the ‘Role of central agencies-driving the bigger picture of government’.

Presentation by Simon Blackwood IR and CEO Workcover
Dr Simon Blackwood and Jane Stevens provided an overview of workplace health and safety and injury prevention for QFES.

Strategy, Capability and creating demand driven tension in the use of resources
Executive Director, SSSP, Executive Director, EMCS, and AC HCM presented an overview of the approach QFES are taking to move towards a demand focus.

KPMG review – QFES Governance Arrangement
Mr Neil Greenfield, KPMG presented the report regarding the Review of QFES Governance Arrangements.

QFES C4I
Mr Maurie McNarn provided an overview of the QFES C4I review he is conducting.

QFES Procurement Assessment
ED EMCS provided an overview of the issues within QFES regarding procurement practices.

Legislative Review
Ms Sam Thompson initiated a discussion with the ELT members to discuss the requirements for amendments to legislation.

Strategic Asset Management System Project
Mr Paul Hyde provided an overview of the Strategic Asset Management System Project.

Domestic and Family Violence
Ms Kaylene Holley presented her video regarding her speech from White Ribbon Day.
Strategic Alignment
ED SSSP and various Director’s presented an overview of the Strategic Alignment.

External / National Committees
Ms Sam Thompson provided an overview of the External and National Committees and the Membership of External Committees policy.

Emergency Service Health
Mr Scott Williams and Mr Brian Marks from Emergency Services Health presented an overview of the services that they offer for the QFES employees and volunteers.

QFES Digital Transformation Strategy
Mr Matt Dorfstaetter presented the QFES Digital Transformation Strategy.

Microsoft 365 – update
Superintendent Bevan Moore presented an update on the Microsoft 365 project.

QFES 5 Year Strategic Budget
Mr Wayne Brummer and Mr Steve Lowth provided an overview of the proposed QFES 5 Year Strategic Budget.

Further embedment of Emergency Management in QFES
AC EM&CC presented the initiatives for 2018 as a part of the ‘Accelerated Work Program’.

Peer to Peer shift swap
AC HCM presented recommendations regarding the approach to be taken for the Peer to Peer shift swap.

Communications Engagement Unit for UFUQ and QFES
Mr Shane Donovan and A/Chief Superintendent Lance Duncan presented an overview of the purpose of the Communications Engagement Unit created for UFUQ and QFES.

If you would like further information regarding these topics or about the ELT forum in general, please email the Secretariat via QFES.Corpgov@qfes.qld.gov.au